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PREFACE
present book has been prepared in response to a.
demand for something fuller and more completely
illustrated than the two smaller handbooks previously
printed in my name. My one'great object has been to
help my fellow workers to make gloves which will
prove a pleasure when finished. Knowing that this
result could only be attained by scientific patterns, I
have not rested satisfied with general appreciation
alone, but have had the satisfaction of seeing my
pupils turning.out gloves which vied with those of the
highest professional standard. I venture to think this
result is confirmed by the illustrations of the gloves
they have made.
I should like to take. the opportunity this page
affordsto thank all the workerswhoseglovesare shown,
not only those who have never failed to give me their
support on every occasion,but those also who are here
showing some of their efforts in glove making for the
first time-as in the Frontispiece and Plates 14,25,and
27. I know these workers will pardon me if, in the
interests of the craft, I take advantage to "point the
moral," and when describing the methods of construction of each illustrated glove point out any slight
faults or suggest where slight improvements could be
made to ensure perfection.
.
I. M. E.
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THE names under which gloving leathers are sold are
legion, since leathers made from the same skins are
often given different trade names, according to the
methods of preparation employed by the various
manufacturers. The leathers referred to here are those
which the writer has found, after considerable experience both of manufacture and supply, are acbuelly
being used by workers making their own gloves.
" Chamois" in its natural shades, cream and yellow,
ranks easily first. For this leather we are indebted to
the homely English sheep or lamb. To obtain chamois
leather the skin, after the removal of the wool, is
subjected to a "splitting" process, by which two
complete" skins " are obtained from the same" pelt."
The inner half, taken from next the flesh, and containing practically all the skin's strength, is now known as
a "lining." This lining is subjected to a somewhat
lengthy treatment with cod oil, ultimately emerging
as •. crust chamois." Only the best of these skins are
suitable for gloving work.
Once the skin has been passed for gloving, it can be
finished on the flesh or on tbe grain side. The flesh
side, or "flesher," has the advantage of permitting
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generally a stouter substance, and is almost invariably
used in hunting gloves. Grain chamois possesses a
closer texture, and makes perhaps the finest gloves,
though it must be admitted that the very tightness of
nap which gives the attractive appearance does render
imperative a more thorough washing, in order to
remove all traces of dirt, than in the case of the more
loosely textured fiosher.
Chamois skins are offered not only in the natural
shades, but also, as coloured fleshers, as " Wear-clean"
or "Unsoilable"
suedes. These are grain-finished
skins, to which pigment colouring has been applied.
They are in considerable demand in the light flesh,
beige, and putty shades, to which this production
especially lends itself. The justification for the terms
" Wear-clean" or "Unsoilable"
lies in the faot that
the tightness of the nap tends to resist rather than
admit the dirt. When eventually the gloves require
treatment, dry cleaning is generally to be recommended.
"White Washable" is made from the same skin as
chamois, but the base of this leather is formaldehyde
(formalin) instead of cod oil. To obtain this leather
satisfactorily a most exclusive selection of skins is
necessary, since its nature is to show up every conceivable defect.
"Creme Washable," a light leather of remarkably
fine texture, is actually a white washable that has been
delicately tinted.
For chamois, whether in natural or colours, white
or creme washable, the same glove pattern is employed.
For stouter or firmer leathers allowance is made in
the cutting of the patterns.
In these hoavior gloving leathers, generally the whole
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skin is employed, though in the case of " Degrains "
the actual grain is removed, to allow of more suppleness
and "stretch," and also to give the gloves a warmer
feel to the hands.
One of the most popular leathers, especially for
men's wear, is that sold as " Cape Tan," "Nappa," or
"Oak Grain."
A good proportion of these skins
actually comes from Cape (South African) sheep.
" Dogskin " is a leather of similar type, made from
a good quality sheep or lamb, whilst" Gloving Lambs"
-somewhat
similar-are
an inexpensive
type of
leather finished either for grain or flesh (suede) use.
These are dressed by a "combination
,tannage," a
mixture of bark or bark extract (vegetable) and alum
(mineral) being employed. These gloving lambs are in
considerable demand for girl guides' or for cycling gloves.
The" Degrains " are a superior type of suede leather,
the "nap" being worked up on the flesh side and the
grain being removed. The highest grade are made
from Arabian hair sheep, but good results are also
obtained from skins hailing from the Cape, Spain, etc.
Degrains provide a satisfactory substitute for reindeer,
antelope, and other varieties of leather whose price places
them beyond the reach of the majority of glove makers.
In conclusion, mention should be made of an attracbive grain finished and often washable leather. made
from Persians (East India sheep). The leathers ani ve
in this country in the " crust" state, having already
undergone a native tannage of turuah. bark. A certain
amount of the original tannage having been stripped
out, the skins are then re-tanned and dyed, the retanning giving a waterproofing effect in the case of the
washable types.

CHAPTER II
PATTERNS

(Mim/,8, l.'rue, and Extensions of Size 6t)
Since but few skins cut the required or
" true" size of the glove, it is wise to leave to your
skin merchant the decision as to which pattern best
suits the texture and tightness of the skin employed,
simply stating the size of your usual glove. A hard..
unstretchable skin needs a wider pattern; possibly
more than one size IX even to 4X or 5X. Certain
types are sent out only with suitable extensions, such
as those for fur-back, and for all lined gloves there
are regulated extensions,and these are sent out according to requiremonts.
TRUE SIZE. Every size which has no figure beyond
the true size, i.e. 6l or 8i, will be found to be that
exact size in inches across the knuckle.
MINus. The nan-ower pattern for a soft and very
stretchable skin is described as "minus" (M2 or MI),
because it may need to be one or two sizes less than
the true size, whilst the finger and thumb remain in
the true size.
Success in glove making depends most of all upon
the pattern being accurately and scientifically cut.
After an exhaustive study of five years, spent almost
entirely on designing glove patterns, I presume to
offer a word of advice to those who think it possible
to alter patterns. Having learnt that the laws of
increase and decroaso of size must be governed by a
EXTENSIONS.

I(

..
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scale, which advances or decreases by infinitesimal
fractions of an inch, my advice is: Do not try. It
is not my intention to work out instructions to cutters
of patterns-that
would fill a whole volume of graded
mathematics and diagrams-but one reads of advice
given to amateurs to alter glove patterns to "personal " fittings and to various sizes, and one has seen

I
the result, which is rarely successful. Buy your pattern
from a firm employing skilled cutters, and it is well
worth while to pay the extra small cost involved in
ordering a " personal" pattern.
PERSONAL
PATTERN.To obtain the outline of your
hand, by it on a paper in a, straight line with your
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forearm, which will obviate the fingers being relatively
misplaced. The thumb must be outstretched at right
angles as far as possible, to show any double-jointedness. Place the fingers close together, and draw the
whole outline closely to the hand, specially marking
the base of the thumb joint. Should the thumb nail be
either specially wide or narrow, place it fiat on the
paper, nail uppermost, and draw outline, because in
the first outline it has only been shown on its side.
It is helpful also to know whether the bone of the
thumb is thick or slender.
Importomt. When marking the fork of the thumb,
press the pencil well down into the soft muscle to give
the greatest possible length from tho base of the first
finger.
THUMBHOLE. Much depends upon the perfect
placing of the thumb hole, and this controls the line
of the tip, making it run along the top of tho thumb
instead of across it, which would spoil symmotry of
design.
Further, the thumb piece must be scientifically
proportionate to the thumb hole, and it can never set
perfectly unless it is larger than the hole. If smalleras are most of those shown to the public-it means
constriction over the thumb joint, and, being untrue
to form, produces a very uncomfortable result.
THuMB. All my glove patterns arc classified by the
style of the thumb. The name" Standard" seemed
suitable for the one nearest tha.t of the thumb most
well known, namely, the" Boulton." It resembles it
in so far as it is formed by a pointed tongue, which fits
into a slit cut in thumb piece, but neither in shape nor
direction is it the same. The standard thumb is shown

8
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in Plates 4 to 8. It is not always necessarily finished
by the short circular form of hole, as the lines can be
carried down to the wrist, as in Plate 16. No other
pa.ttern designer is entitled to use this name for
other thumbs. A perfect thumb must allow sufficient
movement to fit a double-jointed thumb. The three
following are the thumbs used in all these illustrated
gloves.
The Standard. Fits into the folded pattern, Plates
1 to 16, etc.
The Streatley is that used for a. mitt and one style
of fur back, Types 1 and 2, Plates 19, 20, 21, and 23.
The Ross-shire (or drop shape) is adapted for several
styles, both for the folded pattern, as in Plate 18, and
for tho separate front and back of fur back, Type VII,
Plate 22.
FOUROHETTEs.
It is most unsatisfactory to use any
but the first-grade fourchette (the name given to the
side pieces of the fingers), which is not complete without
the quirk. It is no more trouble to sew the quirk than
to sew the bases of the other shape fourchette together.
It is a. point of interest to know that "quirk" is an
architectural term for a return between one form of
moulding to another. The word "fourchette," of
course, comes from the French word for fork. During
the nine years of glove teaching, I have only taught
glove making with the first-grade fourchette, to the
satisfaction of my pupils.
Straight Line and Only One Curve. The fourchettes
shown in this book have a curve only on one side, a
straight line on the other being carried up the whole
length. It is a bad fault, and most unreasonable, to
centre point by curving each side. The human fingers
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have a curve on one side, so why shape the glove to
be untrue to form ~
Long and Short Hand Patterns. These variations in
length of hand have also fingers in proportionate
lengths.
Permanent patterns can be obtained cut in xylonite.

)

MARKING PATTERNS

CHAPTER

III

GENERALINSTR'UO'£rONS
FOR MARKINGPATTERNS
PLATE 3, following p. 18. Choose both the skin and the
pattern suitable for your purpose and to each otherespecially with regard to the hardness and softness of
the former, and conseq ucnt width requisite of the latter.
Lay the pattern on the skin, which must not be pulled
out of its natural shape. Place the pattern on the
portion where the skin is even in thickness. Hold it up

against the window, and outline any poor places with
a pencil (seePlate 3). Note the hand pieces or" tranks "
should be placed ncar the centre line or spine of the
animal. It is not always easy to decide this lino, since
sometimes the neck and legs have been cut away.
To test which way the pull goes across, place your
hands in the middle of the skin and pull. It is only
down the spine that the skin is fum, and there, close
to each other, lay your hand pieces. Note the stretch
goes round the hand-this is most important. It is a
good plan to cut out rough duplicates of yOUI'pattern
and all its parts in paper, and to lay them all on suitable places on the skin. Every part of the pattern
must be cut in the same way as the hand, with the
stretch going across and round the hand. At the neck,
the pull is also across, but at the base of the skin, for
two or three inohes, the expansion or stretch is up
and dowrl.
It is useful to use this part for thongs. The legs
have the stretch. across, and these parts can be used.
for thumbs or fourohot.tes (note Plate 3). At the sides
10
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of the skin (whioh is usually the thinnest part), the
fourchottes can be out from seleoted bits. The patterns
can be placed either up or down, and should no stretch
be allowed by outting these fourchettes on the wrong
way of the skin, the fingers will be of different widths
and will not stretch at the knuckles as required.
this is done to the hand piece, the effect on the fingers

If

Tm·~FIRST GRADE
FOURCHETTEAXD QUIRK

THE SECOND GRADE
FOURCHETTE-No QUIRK

is that of the pull of a concertina, and as you try
to take off your gloves tho tighter and longer they
become, and the gloves are rendered useless. It is
fatal to cut any pattern on the wrong way. By placing
t~e patterns all out at once, the chance of cutting two
r~ght hands 01' two left, 01' uoo "ialtt thumbs 0'1' two left,
may be avoided. Only one pattern is supplied which is

folded for the right hand, and after it has been cut it
is turned over for the left.
It is as well to roark your pattern on the side of the
skin which is to be the" right" or outside of your
glove, as the colour sometimes varies. Never use a.
.-(0,127')
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blunt pencil or broad chalk, which would mark the
cutting line too wide.
The fourchette of the first grade, being that giving
the longest wear, will presumably be employed, and
of these, three are required for each hand-six in all.
It saves time and does not waste much skin to cut
these all alike in length, for which reason only one
fourchette is sent. It is very tiresome to use that
variety which is sometimessold of the same length to
match each finger. (Chapter IT, "Fourchettes.")
QUIRK. Also note in Chapter II. These quirks are
cut with the stretch acrossfrom base to apex, not from
point to point, but there is no need to cut them out
until the stage of sewing them into the fourchettes
has been reached, as they are apt to be lost.
SECOND-GRADE
FOUROlIE'l"l'E.
If using this, which
is inadvisable, because it cannot provide the required
" give," when olosingthe hand, obtained by use of the
quirk variety, cut out twelve pieces in all, i.e. six pairs
with a pair facing each other (turning the pattern over
for six pieces). The stretch must be across the fourchette also,and onlygoodstrong parts of the skin used.
MA.RxrnGS. These must be dotted round the pattern
with a finely pointed pencil if the skin is chamois.
On dark skins on the grain or suede sides,a stiletto, or
any fairly pointed tool can be used, also black ink,
using a fountain pen. Further, tailors' chalk is. very
useful,as it has a fine, thin edge. On the suede SIdeof
any skin it is often sufficientto press the pattern firmly
on to the skin, rubbing the edgeswith the hand, which
will produce a good outline.
This means that the outting must be done at onoe,
piece by piece. Should the pencil or stiletto be drawn
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too firmlyalongthe skin, it is apt to pull it out of place.
Mark especially the tips of the fingers, and firmly at
the points where they separate. At the bases of the
fingersplace a firm dot, but do not waste time marking
the lines all down. The one dot at the, top of each
dividingline, and the one at the base are quite enough
for the present. Note that you mark the bases at the
backs of the fingers! in. lower than those of the inside,
as on the pattern, pressing your pencil point firmly
through the hole.
Dot round the thumb hole, carefully marking the
topmost point on each side of it. Note that you mark
the dots of the back lines of the hand before raising
your pattern, as it is difficult to find those correct
positions after any part of the glove is sewn (Chapter
VIII). It is quite easy to hold the pattern down on
the skin with one hand; whilst marking out, but at
first perhaps, it is a help to place on it a weight of
some sort to keep it immovable. Having lifted your
pattern of the hand piecefrom the skin, draw a straight
line with a ruler down between each finger from the
dots marking the division of the fingers at the tips, to
the correspondingdot at the base of each finger.
Carry these lines right up beyond the tips of the
fingers, as this prevents any bulging width at the top
part of the fingers. Note the two centre fingers are
of equal width.
SLITOFTHuMB. Whenplacingdots round thumb, be
careful to note the exact end of the" slit." This word
is written on the line cut in the thumb, Plate 4. It is
wise to mark out the second thumb piece at once to
ensure a right and a left, as well as that of the hand,
and test each pieceto see the" give" is acrossthe skin.

CHAPTER V

CHAPTER IV

SEAMS

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS O~ CUTTING

FORcutting use a large pair of scissors. When o~ce
properly sharpened, they can be kept so by drawing
the edge along a piece of emery paper..
.
It is much easier to get a. clear, straight line, cut
along the sides and bases of your gloves, if you use
long blades. One way to avoid jagge~ and uneven
edges is not to close the blades of the SCISSOrs
(not cu~.
ting to their points), but to use them to ~alf their
length, and then move on to beginagain. .ThlSmethod
is also much quicker. Use your long SCIssorsto cut
the dividing line between the fingers. F~r the fin~er
tips, procure a pair of curved blade SCISSOrs
WhICh
produce a quick clean curve..
.
THmm. A serious fault when cutting the thumb LS
to round out the straight linos above the slit. Both
sides, when folded, should run par~llel wit~ the fold.
A slight carelossnesain this respect IS.s~ownill Plate 6.
Another common fault in cutting, which accentuates
the above, results from cutting the slit longer than the
width of the tongue. This means that the ton~ue
cannot be adjusted even with a great deal of pulling,
and a hole at the turn of the corner is the unfortunate
result.

14
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STITCHES

ROUNDSEAM(nipped or stabbed).
(S.S.), Bla.nket Stitch.

OVERSEWING: Streatley Stitch
FLAT SEoUt(inserted thumb).
CoBBLER STITCH.

~I

I

}

ROUNDSEAM. It will be observed (Plates 6, 7, 8,
and 9) that round seaming is employed. This name
was given to me by a professionalsewer, and denotes
the seam made when the two odgcsare held or nipped
together between finger and thumb, and the needle
is stabbed through. Another name I have soon given
to this style is " Prix." This round seam must not be
confused in the mind of the pupil with carrying the
thread over the edge. That is really ovorsewing. To
sew the round seam perfectly, the two edges must
never be curved round the tip of the first finger, but
held firmly and straightly between finger and thumb,
because the smallest curving on one side more than
another will produce unevenness in the length of the
seam. It is very necessary to note as you sew that
the two lengths of any seam are quite equal. In some
cases, it is wise to tie the seam in one or two places.
The round seam is recommended for thick chamois,
stout leather, and men's gloves generally, unless a
seam without a ridge is required.
The seam must be of an equal distance from the
edge for its whole length, and just far enough from it
to give strength, and to secure it from pulling and
tearing, but not allO\'lingso wide a margin as to look
15
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heavy. The stitches must be even and fairly large,
for, should they be too small, they tear and fret the
skin, and soon cause holes; besides which the twists
of the thread will tear the skin. It is surprising how
large stitches are reduced to the required size by using
a good strong thread, "Lustre," size 24, double, and
pulling deeply into the skin. It should be possible to
draw the skin up quite freely on to the thread, to test
that there are no knots or twists of thread left on
either side of the seam. Smooth the glove out again,
and make the seam perfectly flat, not leaving it puckered in any manner, the thread bcing deeply embedded
into the skin.
.
It is most difficult to make the pupil understand this
art of perfect sewing, because the bugbear of puckering
has been so much talked about by many teachers, who
have not grasped the trick that the length of the thread
left in the seam controls the length of the seam,
especially after washing. The true size of the glove
pattern is thus maintained. When necessary to undo
any sewing, gently pull the thread backwards, and
ease the head of the needle to follow.
OVERSEWING. The ridgeless seam is useful because
it can be laid down flat after sewing and pressing out.
On a stout skin it can be hammered flat with a wooden
mallet, and, for the purpose of flattening the finger
seams, a rod of wood with flattened end for the finger
tips is useful for hammering upon (see Plate 24).
Streatley Stitch. The only stitch which I recommend
as being ridgeless is the 8.8., because this form of sewing
holds every seam at its own length, by which I mean it
never pulls out, and is quite fum (see Plates 16 and 29).
An authoress is kind enough to say in her book, "It

----
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is the nearest approach to the shop machine seam," and
~he learnt it from me when I instructed her by post,
m fur-back glove making. It is made by passing the
needle ~wice through the same hole. MAny people
work this towards them, but the best result is produced
by sewing from right to left. Note the thread must be
kept behind the needle (right-hand side) at the second
stitch. It makes the horizontal stitch and then the
diagonal one as it passes the thread on to the next
horizontal. There is so much to write about and so
little to do. If your glove is to fit closely ~th this
S.8., buy your true size minus 1, as it does not make the
glove as small as it would be with the round scam.
Blanket Stitch. This is not a stitch I would generally
recommend, as it has not the qualities of the 8.S. It
is not used on any of the gloves shown in this book.
FLAT 8EAM OR PIQUE. This is worked by one size
of the skin overlapping another, and it will bo readily
understood that the necessity for laying each side well
over the other reduces the width, and an extension in
the pattern is required. Unless one edge is allowed to
overlap the under one widely, it is difficult to make a
fum, strong seam. This extra width is also required in
the fourchette, which is supplied on a pa.ttern with
extension. The sewing is done by back-stitching, which
means that, when you take the thread back over the
stitch, the needle passes under that one, and comes up
beyond the next. Then pass back, filling that stitch
again, along and under the one filled and the one to
be worked, and repeat.
Inserted Thu'l111J.This gives a very professional touch
to a glove by flat seaming it into the hole. The rest
of the glove may be quite as smart, but the flatness

18
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round the thumb is very pretty (see Plate 29). For
this purpose the usual size thumb piece is to be used,
a larger one not being necessary. Either back seaming
or the cobbler's stitch can be used. Pique gives a
clumsy result if employed to sew the quirks to the
fourchettes.
Gobbler'sStitch. To stitch the two edges of a cuff
gauntlet together, when lined with skiver or thin sheep,
or for the turn up of the binding of any glove, stab
along the base with a fairly long stitch. Turn and work
back through the same holes, but where previously the
needle came up from the under side, work down, and
this wiil fill up each empty alternate space. It will look
as if it had been worked with two needles at once, like
a saddler's stitch. It has the appearance of machine
stitching. It will be useful to work like this round a
buttonhole or thumb, as it keeps the edges fiat.
Further, it has the advantage of both sides having the
same stitch. Do not, of course, use a glover's needle
here, nor anywhere where the needle passes twice
through thc same hole.
Machining with Threadless Needle. For successful
even stitching round a cuff gauntlet, for any binding,
back points on thick unyielding skin, or round the hole
of an inset thumb, this idea is most useful. Carry the
cuff gauntlet or part of the skin to be marked, along
under the machine needle-threadless-and then work
by hand through the holes, with cobbler's stitch, when
a most professional result will be obtained.
PLATE 3.
De.criptilnl of Plate 3
Patoorns placed on whole Skin {" Gobuck ")
Men's Riding Glove. 7+ lX
Average size of Gobuek skin, 5 ft.
Ladies' Slip·on Standard. strong
Price, 28. to 8s. per sq. ft.
winter wear, 6t, 2X
Arranged on parts of skin In suitable positions for giving the stretch across
(An altemative lind probably better nrrangemenf is that in which the quirks are
reversed. See page 12)

PLATE

CHAPTER VI
NEEDLES,
THREADS,
PRESSI.NG

ArrRngecl on Imrt. of akin tn suitAble posltJons ror grvusg WIt:: :n,.'Cu.•U 4......
~
(An nlteruntlvc and probably botter arrangement is that in which the quirks are
reversed, See pago J 2)

NEEDLES.As a "glover" is sharpened at the point
with three sharp-edged sides, it cuts the thread with
whichyou are working,if passed through the same hole
twice. This type, therefore, is fatal for the Strea.tley
Stitch (S.S.),nor is it possible to finish off a side seam
with it, the last stitches being oversewn (see Chapter
VII).
The most useful needle is an ordinary one, size 7 or
8, short, designated "Betweens." A larger one is
generally clumsy.
Tll1.tEAD.
There is one thread, a "Lustro," used
professionally,with whichall the gloveshere illustrated
are sown. For nine year.;;I have used no other, and
all tho. gloves in these plates are sewn with No. 24,
except Plates 24 and 26, where No. 16 has been used.
It novel' rots in washing, and even after six years has
shown no signs of wearing. Please note that it is a.
thread, not a silk. TIlls is obtainable in most colours.
It is " professional" to use it doublefor round seaming,
but single for S.S. and for all flat seams.
The one drawback of this thread is its tendency to
twist, and patience is required, as the needle must
often be dropped and the thread untwisted; but this
drawback is more than counterbalancedby its efficiency
on account of its strength. It can be pulled firmly and
deeply into the skin, and the true length of the thread
controls the set of the glove.
PRESSING
OR InONING. The above point has much
19
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to do with the question of pressing. A well-sewnglove
with the lustre pulled firmly into the skin requires
no pressing. The need for this operation shows, in
my opinion, bad construction, and very few of my
pupils have found pressing at all necessary for their
work. The whole secret lies in the necessity of pulling
the thread into the skin, and of its length being the
sameas the seam. The lustre, therefore, must be strong.
At any exhibition, a pair of gloves which have been
pressed should lose marks. Ironing can only be done
with a. cooliron, or by pressingwith a heavy weight.

CHAPTER VII
KNOTS
ANCHORED KNOT. When sewing down a. round seam
(your thread is of course double), join the two ends
with a small knot. Take two or three stitches; leave
a short length with the knot, then pass the needle
through one of the two edges of the skin, and through
the loop, then through the other edge. Continue

Ga.ANNY

K~O'r

HEnli' KNOT

sewing. In this manner the knot is scouredaway from
the starting-point, and will not comethrough any hole.
SIDE SEAM. To finish off at the end of a side seam,
carry the double thread over the two edges ~nce or
twice to the inside. Cut off one length, sufficientto
tie off presently and leave it loose. Pass. the need!e
with a. single thread in and out over a. piece of skin
or thread on the inside of the glove, and tie off both
ends in a. reef knot.
REEF KNOT. This is essential, since each knot,
except the three anchored ones, is now simply a tying
together of the lengths of thread left over, either when
beginningor ending. Avoid granny knot.
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BACK LINES OR POINTS

length of the glove should be disclosedand worn over
the sleeve, the edge perhaps being finished with a roll
of fur. The wrist must be shaped inwards with a
graceful curve. The absence of points is not suitable
for any kind of gauntlet glove, because it shortens the
appearance required for grace and proportion, and
gives the effect of width without length. The simpler
the mode of the points, the moro "professiona.l" the
glove will look. Of course the points are really three
tucks, whichcan be dealt with in any elaborate manner,
using fancy stitches and even coloured silk, but all
these are apt to look rather vulgar. The thread should
match the colour of the skin, or, at its fanciest, be of
the nearest tone.

CHAPTER VIII
BACK LINES OR POINTS, BY HAND OR BY MACHINE

THEback lines are three in number, running in continuous lines from the divisionof the fingers. Nothing
is more ugly than for these points to begin too low
from the bases of the fourohettes. So many quite
nicely-madegloveshave this fault, the tops of the lines
being bogun about 1in. below the fingerlines.
Thore should, of course, be a long stitch at tho base
of each finger, at right angles to the dividing lines,
and the points should begin with only the space of
one stitch between that of the long horizontal stitch,
and the first one of each point.
Thisis the true professionalposition, and it is strange
how many teachers omit to teach their pupils this
difference between amateur and professional work.
WorkoL'sare even taught to make the lines vary in
height, the centre one sometimes being higher than
those of tho two sides.
Care must be taken, when sewing,that the stitches
of the lines at the knuckles are not drawn tightly
together, the idea being that the full width of the size
of the gloveis allowedhere. But gradually, the sewing
becomestighter, and at the ends, is firmly pulled into
the skin.
For each kind of glove a suitable style of pointing
is availeble. Without being fanciful, they can provide
trimming where desired. Some gloves look very well
without any, but the shape must be definite, and of a
length truly proportionate to the width. The full

SUGGESTED STYLES

1. Tucks run by machine look very well. On soft
skins they should be tacked previously. 'I'he top
stitches must be open, so the tension of these stitches
should be loose.
2. To work by hand, the same effectcan be obtained
by holding the first finger and thumb, and stabbing
the needle through with vory even stitches all the way
up. Then turn and come down again, fillingup those
spacesoppositeto each stitch and forminga continuous
line each side. A fine needle is required to avoid opening the holes, and this can only be worked Oil a firm
skin.
3. It is more usual to sew up (or down) the points
once only. The stitches must be very even, and the
needle placed at right angles.
4. To add to style 1, having raised the ridge by
machine, run the machine up and down each side,

22
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making flat lines. These stitches should not pass over
the top, but form a point at the base.
5. A double row of fine ridges looks very well in
each line.
6. On thin skins the effect of pin ridges down each
point is obtained by making, either by machine or
hand, two small ridges, maintaining the necessary
width between them, and then raising the centre ridge
by herring-boning together the two ridges at the back.
7. Oversawstraight down over a ridge or tuck and
turn-place the needle in the same holes and work
up, forming cross stitches.
8. Other methods than those above can be evolved
with the usc of cobbler's stitch, and of the machine
with a threadless needle (see Chapter V).

CHAPTER IX
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION-HAND

AND MACHINE

IT is hardly possible to overrate the importance of
adhering to the method or the order in which the
various parts of the glovesshould be sewn.
The essential thing is to keep the newly cut-out
piecesof skinundisturbed in their correctmeasurements.
This is not possible if the thumb and finger are the
parts chosen to be first sewn, because then all other
parts are bound to become mis-shaped. Moreover, it
is impossibleto judge the exact depth required for the
base of the fourchette unless the front of the glove is
placed to the back, by having beenfirst sewn down the
side seams. Nor should the thumb be sewn into the
hole until a firmnessis given by the side seam.
Upon the order of construction depends whether the
glove will require pressing or not. Pressing will never
hide the faults, as e.g. (I) the quirks not being oversewn by S.S.; (2) the outer line of the thumb not
having been pulled tightly on to the thread; (3) the
fingers having uneven lengths of thread left eaoh side;
(4) the inside of the fingershaving been sewn upwards
instead of down; (5) the unpardonable offenceof the
quirk having been sewn on to the glove, not on to the
fourchette. Many mistakes may occur unless the right
order is followed. Necessary changes have to be made
for button, elastic, cuff gauntlet, the numeral orders
being intercepted by orders A, B, C, etc.
25

WASHING

CHAPTER X
INSTRuc'rIONSEOR W ASl'lDfG
ANDCLEANING
GLOVES

CHAMOIS.
Never wash these on the hands, or em wooden
dummy hands.
Place your dirty gloves in a. bowl of cold water and
leave them to soak for any convenient time. H very
soiled, a small amount of soda, an ounce to a pint of
water, can be used. Incidentally, this helps immensely
in taking out all the soap left in from previous washings.
Rinse in several changes of cold or tepid water until
all the old soap is out, when the gloves will be nearly
clean. Do not add any soap until this result is obtained,
or not only will time be wasted, but the streaky and
half dirty effect obtained will necessitate re-washing.
It is remarkable how this method saves the expenditure of soap, because you should now need but one
application of soap and warm (not hot) water before
finishingup with a liberal rubbing of any good scented
or unscented soap. Leave but little water in the gloves
for this final filling with soap. Squeeze the soap well
in until you have a mass of soapy pulp, and the glove
may then be dried by heat quickly if needed, but it
saves trouble if they are rubbed now and then whilst
drying, as this prevents them from becoming stiff and
hard. It is not wise to employ glove-stretchers, as the
fingersbecome distorted.
The gloves can be pressed with cold irons, but never
with hot ones, or the skin will shrink.
To WASHCoLOURED
SUEDEGLOVES.For these,
woodenhands are required. Employ the same method
26
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as for chamois, but the use of soda is not recommended.
Leave no soap in the gloves; and since no part of the
skin must touch another, they must be washed and
dried on wooden shapes which will obviate both spote
and unevenness in colour.
To CLEAN COLOURED
SUEDES,LINED FUR, OR
FLEECYGLOVES.Place on wooden hands. These
gl?ves can be sponged with petrol, or lightly rubbed
with soap and water. In the same manner black
degrain gloves can be cleaned with petrol.
To P.UTGLOVES
ON. The French always keep their
?loves 10 good shape by carefully placing their hands
into them and pressing them on from the tips of the
:6.ng~rs,working them down and on, not by forcibly
pulImg them at the wrists, and pressing them on the
bases of the fingers, which tears the gloves.
In taking them off, turn the wrist back over the base
of the thumb, when the gloves slip off easily.

3-(D.U7'\

FURS

CHAPTER

Xl

FURS

FuR is Nature's endowment of clothing to the vast
majority of her creatures, and never perhaps have
Nature and Art more successfully combined than in
the transformation of the skin of the common rabbit,
whose only fault, after all, is his plentifulness.
For to this humble source we owe not only the easily
distinguishable "natural"
rabbit, but "Coney" in
seal, beaver, mole, etc., and clipped, "pulled," and
long-haired furs in unlimited variety.
Further, the breeding of such varieties as Chinchilla, Havana, and Beveren is being increasingly
encouraged.
Success in this is dependent not only upon knowledge of how to keep and when to kill the rabbits, but
upon the subsequent treatment of the skins.
The simplest method is to have them dressed professionally, but for those who prefer to do the work
themselves, several methods are open, alum and salt
providing perhaps the most common " dress."
Wha.tever tannage is employed, the skin must be
removed immediately after death, since the slightest
trace of putrefaction means loss of hair.
The stretching and drying out on a board must
next be undertaken without delay. The head, tail,
eto., are cut off, and the legs opened up, so that the
whole lies flat without any folds. The drying having
been accomplished in a moderate heat, one can take
28
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breath, since the skin will now keep for any reasonable
time.
It is beyond my province here to detail the subsequent processes for converting the pelt into " leather"
that shall be both pliable and free from the defect of
" dam ping back."
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SERIES 1
UNLL'lED GLOVE, STANDARD THUMB
RoUND (NIPPED)SEA.~

PLATES4-10
'Full Instructions, with Ta.bulated Order of Construction.
PLATES 11-13

Short Instructions for Buttons, Press Studs and Straps.
PLATES 14-15

Instructions for Ga.untlets (lined).
PLATE 16

Instructions for Elastic, Cuff, and Palm Gusset.

SERIES 1
PLATE 4

·THIS shows all parts of the slip-on standard glove
pattern, consisting of the four pieces required for
·completeconstruction, the hand (trank], thumb piece,
and fourchette with quirk, this type being designated
the" First-grade Fourchette."
On the left is the second grade, which is the only
other shape that it is at all advisable to use. A glove
made with the second-grade fourchette never looks
as well, nor does it last as long as one in which the
first grade is employed. The lines drawn from the
bases of the fingersindicate that the lines of the backs
of the fingersare cut half an inch lower than those on
the inside of the palm. The tongue of the thumb has
the word " tongue" printed on it, and the circleat the
point denotes where the correspondingcircle marked
on the thumb pieceis to be sewn. In the same manner,
30
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X and X fit together. The slit is the line between
X and 0, the word " slit" being placed on the lower
side: The upper side is the part of the thumb piece
first joined to the tongue. Note the place of the palm
point. On the first grade fourchette note centre line
and base.
Note. The quirk in this plate is not placed to show the direction in which it should be cut on the skin. The position
indicates that tbe apex is to be sewn into the base of the centre
line of the fourchette. The quirk base is sewn to glove later
on, when it bas become part of the fourcbette. To cut quirk
correcbly,see Chapter TIl, " Quirk."
PLATE 5

This shows the hand piece dotted out on the skin.
It is usually wisest to mark on the right side of the
leather, as you can then watch the texture and colour.
Having decided to cut in this manner (this plate ehows
the right hand), do not forget to dot the ends of the
back lines or points before removing the pattern from
the skin. Do not mark dots at the top, as they would
tend to be confused with the bases of the finger lines.
Note the back finger divisions are to be cut down on
lines extending beyond the tips .suoh as are drawn
upwards between the inside fingers. This ensures that
there will be no deviation from the same width all the
length of the fingers. The second and third fingersare
of equal width. Round off the curves of the six finger
pieces. Fold the two sides of the first finger,and round
them off, both at the same time. If the tops of the
fingersare rounded after the lines are cut all the way
down, this will prevent the fingers being wider at
the top than at the bases. This method saves much
time.
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PLATE6
Sew by round (nipped)seaming (see ChaptersV and
VI). Use lustre No. 24 and needles size 8. The
lustre should always be double.
KNOTS(see Chapter VII). In this plate the glove
showsthe order of construction.
Tabulated Order of Construction. It is essential to
the perfect construction of every style of glov~ that the
order of procedure given below be followed.
ORDER 1

LINESORPOINTS.The back points are finished
first (see Chapter VIII). A fault will be remarked at
once on looking at Plate 7. In this case the thread
is drawn too tightly at the tops to allow sufficient
spread of the skin for the play of the knuckles, and the
size of the glove is reduced. Conversely, it is quite
right to pull tho lines together, and make them into
finepoints at the base of the lines. Never curl the skin
round the first finger, but move the glove to grip each
stitch in the centre of thumb and finger, and tie off
securely with a reef knot.
BAOK

I

ORDER 2

SIDESEAM.To sew the glove on the round seam
(seeChapter V). The edges must be kept flat together.
The length of the double thread (anchored) must be
long enough to work down the seam at the side of the
glove, from the tip of the little finger to the wrist end.
There need be only three knots in the whole sewing
of the glove after the back lines are finished-(1) Anchored at tip of little finger.

PLATE 6

1
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(2) Tip ofthumb.

(3) At the 0 of thumb, after the back lines are
finished.
.
Lastly, it is of great importance to notice that it is the
even length of any seam which makes the seam straight
and firm; and, further, it keeps the glove a true length
before and after washing. Sometimes the leather needs
to be almost drawn up on the thread to make the line
fiat, especially in soft, thin skins. It is a test that there
are no twists left in the thread, and it is quite easy to
smooth out again. Before tying off at the wrist end,
be sure, when laying down the glove, to test if the side
seam is straight and fiat, and see that the little finger
(4th) is not pulled away from the 3rd. Should it be so,
loosen the thread by pulling out the seam until the
glove lies fiat with each finger close to the next
one.
This fault is shown in Plate 6.
ORDER

3

THUMB.Begin at the tip, using anchor knot, follow
down to a on pattern, and join tongue on the glove,
working to the inside of the glove, carefully fitting
the corners into their places. This will prove quite
simple provided the slit has not been cut deeper than
is marked. The tongue should fit deeply into the
corner. If, owing to bad cutting, it does not do so,
the result will be the slight defect shown in this plate,
i.e. a tendency to narrow the width of thumb. People
are apt to attribute this to a defective pattern, but it
is due to bad cutting. Before passing the needle through
the stitch which will join the two a's together be careful
that the last stitch coming from the tip has ended

1
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inside, and begin to join the tongue on to the thumb
from the thumb side.
It is often a good plan to make a long stitch over
tho corners, thus avoiding too many holes, which tear
the skin.
Work down to palm point (see Plate 4). Draw the
thread to the inside and cut off, leaving the ends to
tie to the other threads, which later come round from
the outside. A new thread must be taken up at 0,
and worked down the tongue, outside the hole, and
round the base up tho palm point. On the outside
edge draw the thread firmly to make a straight linea most important point-as
nothing looks more
amateurish than a waving, full and uncertain line on
this outer side of the thumb. But at the base of the
thumb leave the thread loose, since the ball of the
thumb needs a soft line. When you have tied off at
palm point, the glove can now be tried on, but be
careful not to pull out the fingers, and so lengthen them.
PLATE 7
ORDER

4

Here one fourchette is sewn up each
side from the base. On the left note that the height
of the fourchette is regulated by being cut off before
it is turned round the curve to exactly the same
length as the finger, and then sewn up as far as it goes.
This will leave about the width of three stitches at
the tips to secure the back and front of fingers together.
Note also on the right-hand side of fourchette how
the straight side is left straight and the curve is
re-shaped, adapting the length of the fourchette to its
required curve.
FOUROHETTE.
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Note that the bases of the back fingers are cut half
an inch lower than those of the front fingers. Three
needles are now needed to sew in fourchettes when
-using the first-grade (double-sided fourchette needing
"'Ilo quirk), or the second grade (see Plate 4). Take a.
-double thread which will be long enough to work up
-the back fingers and down the front fingers. This
llength is required for each finger and no knots need
be made when beginning. Do not anchor, but leave
a long thread inside the first stitch. Similarly, when
beginning a new length of thread for working up the
back of the noxt finger, leave the ends of the thread
inside. After two or three stitches these four ends
can b$l tied securely together with a reef knot. The
first stitch is a long one at right angles to base of the
finger, then through the base of the fourchette and up
the back finger to the tip.
For the second· grade twelve pieces must be sewn
mto pairs. It is advisable to oversew these inside
with S.S. single thread. Work upwards to where the
curve of the finger tip begins. The length of the
fourchette is now cut evenly with the finger, as described above. Never curve off both sides of the
fourchette, it baing a bad, inartistic fault, thus to
centre-point. It shortens the fingers, for the lines of
.thehuman fingers are shaped with the curve on the one
side only. It is also untrue to form. One must emphasize this point, because so many teachers advise centrepointing. The grace of a tapering finger depends on
the fineness of the curve on one side of the fourchette,
~hich narrows the glove into a pointed finger instead
of being blunted and square. This shows how the
pattern differentiates between the fourchette in a

-
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PLATE 7
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lady's or a man's glove. The end becomes blunt
automatically, because of the greater width of the
finger, as well as that of the fourchette. Leave the
needleonthe loose,hangingthread. Takesecondneedle
and thread, length as before, and repeat up the other

PLATE

8

,

side of the fourchette, sewingit on to the back of the
next finger. Leave this also hanging loose from the
tip.
IMPORTANT.
Before inserting the quirk, the base
of the fourchette must be tested and adjusted to the
right depth. The lower divisions of the back fingers

---

--

PLATE SA
QUIRK PREssEDA~D FLAT'!'ENEO

~~
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having been noted before sewing in the fourchettes,
the centre line of the fourchette must be cut to make
the base as narrow as is required. For a lady's glove
it should be less than half an inch-a man's may be
wider, and a motorist's wider still-before the quirk
is sewn in. Test the depth by placing the base of the
front finger against the base of the corresponding
fourchette, and at the level of the inside finger base
pierce the fourchette with a needle. The protrusion
of the point showseither that the centre line is not cut
low enough or (very rarely does this happen) that the
base of the fourchette is too narrow. In this case a
stitch or two underneath strengthens and does not
show. Shouldthe line not touch the needle it must be
cut down ovenlywith the base of the inside fingers.
ORDER 5
QUIRK. Take the third needle, of single thread;
oversowS.S. the quirk on to the fourchette, sewing on
the inside. The point fits into the cleft of the fourchette and the seamingcan be made fiat with a thimble.
It will bo understood that the regulation of the base
of the fourohette controlsthe width between the front
and back of the hands, and a clumsy width must be
avoided. Never sew the quirk to the glove at this
stage, only sew it' on to the fourchette.
ORDER.

6

TIPSAND INSIDEOF FINGERS.The two sides of the
fingersat tips must be sowntogether by three or four
stitches before sewing down from the tip the whole
length of the fourchette and quirk. These two lengths
go together perfectly if stretched out. Dot the centre

____
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PLATE 9
MEN'S CHAMOIS SLIP-ON
Size 8. Long hand

•
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of the quirk inside with a pencil and note that the dot
comes exactly to the base of the finger. There must
be no pulling-in of the fourchette at the lower part of
the finger but an even distribution of its length all
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then never twist (nor need pressing). Tie off both
threads from each side in reef knot.

PLATE 10
JUVENILE SLIP-ON

Size Sf Ml. Personal pattern, white washing suede

the way down. Sew both sides of the fingers down on
to the fourchette and quirk. Do not tie off until the
threads are drawn firmly into the skin, so that one
may test if they are free from knots and twists, and
adjust the two sides of each finger to equal length.
This they will be if the lustre is taut. The fingers will

PLATE 11
~IEN's Burl'o:-l-LEA'l'HER

Size 7! IX . Personal pat tern , round seamed

PLATES 11 TO

13

SHORr INSTRUCTIONS ON BUTTONHOLE AND BINDING.

Pieces arc required for buttonhole, binding, and possibly a piece to strengthen head of slit.
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SEW BAOK LINES. The buttonhole and binding must
be finished before making-up a glove.
BUTTONIIOLE. Cut a thin oblong piece of skin,
stretch on length, tack it to the glove face downwards,
above the place of hole marked (not cut), and mark

.0 • .a

PLA.TE 12

BoYS'LEA.THER BU'ITo::s'-;-LrNEo
on the oblong the length of hole. Cut slit, sew S.S.
with finest needle and thread, with close stitches along
the edges. Pull the oblong piece through to back of
glove, pulling the ends firmly out of sight from front,
leaving the sides to be curved, and fill up hole. Hem
off behind.
BINDING. Cut narrow strip of skin on the straight

PLATE 13
BUT'l'ONHOLE CONSTRUOI'ION-TUUMB AND PRJo.:SSSTUDS
Marked
Cut and oversewn S.S. Shapod and hemmed
Tacked and marked I Pulled through to h..ck Complote, showing bind.
tbro,:,gh from back Flattened
ing filling up tbe nole
ChamoIs. thumb sewn to dark coloured tongue, showing method of
attachment
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or not too stretchy way of skin. Tack this from side
of glove round up into palm. If required, a small piece

of skin shapod to glove can be placed here to strengthen.
Draw the binding very firmly round top of curve and
carry down to other side of glove. Sew S.S. binding
to glove and hem. This can be done by machine and
the buttonhole also in the same manner. But the
seaming with S.S. is easier and quite as strong. For
another method see "Cobbler's Stitch," Chapter V.
Buttons can be threaded on by narrow tape.
PRESS S'l'UDS. Strengthen leather with back pieces
glued on. The tools required arc a plier punch for the
holes and a set of press' stud fixers, costing about 2s.
Carefully punch holes with the smallest possible nib
for the shank of the under stud and a close fitting
hole for tho shank of the upper clip. Hold the tool
vertically and hammer firmly.
STRAPS.Straps with press studs instead of elastio
aro useful for gloves when the inner half is badly and
baggily cut. A folded strap with slide is sewn to side
seam and the longer strap is slipped through the slide
before the press stud (clip and shank) is put on. The
shank and stud must be placed on the longest strap,
to adjust the relative halves of glove, ba-ck and front
(see Plate 30).
PLA1'ES14 AND 15
INSTRUCTIONSON LINED GAUNTLETS.The Palm
Gauntlet has its opening in the middle of the hand, and
the gauntlet folded round the thumb.
A Cuff Gauntlet, like a shirt cuff, has the triangular
gusset placed as a continuation of the side seam.
CUT'rING. The pattern of both gflountlets must be

PLATE 14
LADIES' MorOR PALM GAUNTLET
Size 7 2X. TYPE IV Antique leather ; cuf! lined with lining
sheep
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the cuff out fiat, but curve it round so that the lining
is really smallerthan the outer part; it can bo trimmed
neatly afterwards. Press the lining firmly into the
cuff. If desired, a heavy lining, one of canvas or even
boned, can be used to make it stiffer. If desired, the
edgescan be bound (seePlate 14). It lookswellif a. thin
pieceof leather is folded and sewn in between the cuff
and gauntlet, but it is often much more satisfactory
to leave the cut edge of leather,perhaps turning in the
lining to form a small roll (see "Cobbler's Stitch,"
Chapter V). Gussets are not usually lined 01' bound.

laid on the skin with the stretch going round the
wrist, and also the lining, or skiver, and gussets (see

PLATE

16

FULL INSTRUCTIONS ON ELAS1'lC, CUFF AND PALM
GUSSET. A specialpattern is requiredfor elastic shape,

and on this will be marked the position for the elastic.
You will have ordered the shape of thumb required,
either a palm or side gusset, or an ordinary slip-on.
The latter shape for elastic has the extra width given
on tho inner half to make it comfortable and not
baggy, as otherwise the outer seam will sit unevenly.
One-eighthof a yard of good elastic (silk),width tin.,
is required. It is convenient to sew over a length
longer than is ultimately required and then to pull it
to the correct length, to balance the width of the back
half of the glove, when sewingthe side seam. As well
as marking out all parts of the gloves, including
gussets, on the skin, carefully dot the places for the
elastic marked on the pattern. If these marks are lost
it is difficult to get the straight line for the elastic,
especiallyif it has to be sewn in after any parts of the
glove are put together (see Chapter III). To prevent
fraying out, oversewS.S. both ends of the elastic, and

PLATE 15
GIRL GUIDE OFFICER'S
Typ& IV. L g hand 6 2X (t~o.sizes wider than 6). ~appa o~ ~.grain.
unlined. Cull aunttet, faced lining sheep, Ss. (i of) skin, and liniDg.ahoop.
i fL. Prico per pair about lOs. Smaller gauntlet if requirod ~

"Cutting," Chapter IV). Linethe cuffbeforesewingon
to the glove. The liningcan be stuck in withsomegood
rye paste. Do not stick it near the edges. Never lay

--

_ ...
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at the end marked under thumb, sew on the elastic,
by stabbing in a straight line. That place should be
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to secure a firm hold, show on the outside of the skin.
Keep the elastic flat until thc side seam (01' side gusset)
is being sewn. Then it is drawn up, and the inner side
of glove is adjusted to the same width as tho outer half
of the glove. Sew it firmly near edge.
SLIP-ON (see Plate 10). After the back lines, the
elastic is sewn under the thumb, and the end of it is
stabbed down on to the skin close to the side seam.
Plate 16.)
Order: (1) Back lines; (2) long thumb sewn in and
down both sides from tip of thumb;
(3) clastic ; (4)
side seam; (5) fourchette, etc.
, SIDE GUSSlll'£same as slip-on order: (1) Back line;
(2) elastic; (3) side gusset, a continuation of side seam,
etc.
PALM GUSSET. Order: (1) Back line.
STANDA.B.D WRIST THUMB.

ORDER

PLATE 16
ELAS'flO OR STRAP ST,u,'DARD WRisT THUlIm
TypJ,<X. OIM. 2. Over sleeve fancy; long-hand 6! M2 (two sizos
narrower th"n Gt); 80ft chamois. Oversown Sl:reatley stitch in
black

about t in. below, and in a line with the centre of the
thumb. Hold the elastic in a straight line across the
glove, or tack it to the side seam. With lustre No. 16,
herring-bone over the elastic. It is wise if the stitches,

(See

A

This palm gusset must be sewr:tin next. Take a long
double thread, enough to sew both sides. Begin at the
top of the gusset, and leave hall of the length of thread
hanging loose and a piece to tie off. Sew down one
side of the other half doubled, and tie off. Then thread
your needle with the long thread left at the top, double
it again, leaving one end long enough to tie inside to
the one left when beginning. Sew down, tie off.
ORDER B
Sew elastic in.
ORDER 2

Side seam, etc.

Order as in "Full Instructions."
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Class 3. Ditto, with cuff gauntlet separately sewn
on, with either cuff or palm gusset.
Class 4. A slip-on shape, not with standard thumb,

SERIES 2
LINED GLOVES,
WITH FUR, FLEECY, LA1.ms' WOOL OR STOCKINETTE
PLATES17-19

Slip-on. Button-Fur Roll Wrist-Cuff and Palm Gauntlet:\litts
lust.ructions and.Tabulated Order of Construction.

SE):tIES 2
LlNED GLOVES, WITH FUR, FLEECY, ''VOOL OR
STOCKINETTE

PLATES 17-19

represent about four classesof gloves,for which
patterns, Type III of tho Russell-Strcatley, can be
obtained in every size. It is; of course, possibleto line
any shapo of glove, only special extensions suitable to
the lining to be used must be provided, and the type
of skin employedmust also be taken into consideration.
It is really best to leave the choice of the pattern to
the skin merchant, just giving him your usual size and
stating the type of glove for which the pattern is
required. So many peoplemake the mistake of ordering
a size or two larger than their own fitting, and disappointment is the invariable result.
Class 1. A slip-onor button, standard thumb, can
be lined; the former shape can be cut for wear under
a coat cuff, short or long.
Class 2. Ditto, with full spreading cuff shape, like
the glovesshown in Frontispiece and Plate 30. These
are especiallynice for winter wear.
THESE

PLATE 17
MEN'S MOTO_LINED
Size 7l2X

TYPB m. O/au 3. Personal fitting short hnnd, Lined throughout
very thick fur. Cu1I too deep for good proportion

--

-

_ -

'

but with the long drop designated" Ross-shire." The
pattern named" Chepstow" can also be lined.
Class 5. The mitt may Leof any shape, with standard

54
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the bag, or the first finger can be shaped-when

one

or Ross-shire

thumb.

The fingers
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glove, see Series 1. Use the same pattern for the lining,
gently stretching the fleecy, the stretch of which must
go round the hand. Mark by dots in ink. No fourohettes are used for lining either for fur or fleecy, etc.
Class 3. Cut the leather lining of the ouff gauntlet
with the stretch similar to the skin of the glove.
FuR. If this is being used for lining, cut it only with
a knife. Never use scissors. Hold the fur up away from
the table and get a helper to hold one side while you
out with a sharp knife. Cut with the lay of the fur.
To line gloves with fur tends to make them look clumsy
and thick (see Plate 17), and they are generally too
warm. Do not- choose a thick fur for thia purpose.
Join all pieces of fur with S.S., as the scams can be
rubbed down flatly with a thimble. Use lustre 24,
singly.
ORDER OF CONSTRUCTION
FOR ALL CLASSES

PLATE 18
T\"I.'II III.

LAOrES' VISITING- RoSS-SHIRE
Size 61 2X
elM. 4. Personal fitting shown on hand; lined Ooocy

fourchette is required. The pair illustrated is lined,
one glove showing an inside edge of fur.
CuTTINO.
Before cutting the leather part of the

ORDER 1
Sew back line (see Series 1).
Class 1. BUTTONGLOVE. Make buttonhole and sew
on binding, but this latter must be finished, hemmed,
or machine stitched after the lining (fur or fleecy) has
been placed in the glove-in
fact, last of all. Place
under the button for press stud a. strong piece of
leather.
Olass 3. The cuff gauntlet, after it has been lined,
must be sewn on to the glove, before making it up
(see Chapter V). The cuff can be sewn on to the glove
in the same manner.
ORDER 2
Sewall classes down side seam.
I
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Glass 3. The side gusset is now put in, but in the
case of palm gusset this is sewn last of all.
ORDER 3

Glasses 1, 2 and 3. Insert thumb (seeSeries 1,but for
Class4, the Ross-shirethumb will be found more easily
managed if it is tied into place from wrist end upwards).
It really fits perfectly, and needs no easing, only the
upper curve X of the palm of the glove must be pulled
out to fit the palm of the thumb. Begin sewing the
tip of thumb, leaving thread ends to tie off later, sew
down inside to wrist end. 'I'ie off. Take new thread
and work down from the tip of thumb outside. After a
few stitches, tie off the four ends of thread inside the
tip to avoid knot coming through.
ORDER

4

Sew fourchettes (see Series 1); also quirks. Before
sowingdown the insides of the fingersplace the lining
into the glove. To prevent lumps, the fingers of the
lining may need to be cut out a little shorter before
being sewn to the tips of the leather.
LINING. The slip-on glove is usually lined a little
way up the wrist, either with fur or fleecy, and is
fastened under the hem of the leather at wrist. This
looks well if stitched by machine with a very fine
needle and a long stitch. A small roll of cotton wool
at the end of wrist is placed to thicken the edge of
slip-on glove.
19
Mrrr

PLATE

Size 7t 2X
TlIl'JI) V. One edged wibh fur. Can be cut with single finger-4 ft. grey
Pel'8lanlumb skin; t yd. heavy.weight lining
5 (1).127')

SERIES 3
LINED FUR,

FUR BACK GLOVES,
FLEECY, WOOL OR STOCKDlETTE
PLAT.I!:S 20 AND 23

Slip-on-Cuff Gauntlet-Airmen's-Fitting
or MotorOver or Under Sleeve
Large Furs (Types I and II).
Small Furs (Types VII and VIII).
St.rcat.leyor Ross-shireThumbs.
J nsteuctlone. 'I'abulated Order of Construction.

SERIES 3
FUR-BACK GLOVES
PLATES

20

AND

23

There are many types of fur-backed
gloves, but in this book only four varieties are shown,
these being strictly useful. There is no real difficulty
with which to contend in making these gloves, but
should. the worker have had no previous experience
in making the standard gloves it is advisable to refer
to Series 1. There is no reason why a beginner should
not make fur-back gloves. The pattern of front and
back is, of course, divided. The front is of two pieces,
palm and inside part of thumb. That for the fur back
of the hand and thumb is usually cut in one (see Types
I and II). There are also fourchettes to be cut in leather,
and all pieces of fur and leather must be cut with the
stretch of the skin round the hand. You ma.y also
have to cut the pieces which form the flaps for the
fingers of airmen's gloves, and these, too, must have
INSTRUCTIONS.

60

PLATt·: :.!O
MEN'S MOTOR SLIP-ON-FuR BACK
Sizo 81 4X
TYrE 1. Personal pat to, 1\; "ounu eoe.m.
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the stretch across, not up, the fingers. The patterns
of Type 1 are very convenient, but demand fairly large
skins, though I have cut out many pairs of these each
glove using only one pelt, giving a good length over the
coat sleeve. A pattern requiring a very large skin
shows it is of a wasteful cut. The ordinary size required
for a man's fur-backed, size S! 2X, is 1ft. for each
glove.
Type II, with a cuff gauntlet, requires more, and
should also be lined with fur.
There are patterns, Types VII, constructed specially for small skins. These have separate thumbs and
are both economical and graceful.
FOUROJIlDT'l'E.
For fur-back gloves never use the
second-grade fourchette, as much movement is required
for these gloves. It seems' a pity and a waste of time
to shorten the life of a valuable glove simply because
many teachers have frightened their pupils out of
the use of tho only fourchette which should always be
employed in any well-shaped glove-in
which a
fourchette is essential. It involves no more trouble to
put in the quirks than to sew the two ends of the
second-grade fourchette together.
With all patterns a. concise form of instructions is
sent out.
MAluuNo-OU'l'. Lay the palms of glove patterns,
thumbs, fourchottes, and quirks on the leather, and
dot round. Do not pull out the skin, etc. (Series 1).
Mark on the fur outlines of the back of the glove
pattern (and thumb) with ink dots. The fact that the
fur always has the hair either going up or down
ensures the stretch going across the hand. It is often
necessary to observe if the places where the fingers are
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to be cut are soft and stretchy; not that this can be
prevented, but the worker must be prepared to use
special care and caution when sewing the fourchettes

PLATE

21

LADIES' VISITING-FuR
Size 6j- 2X

BACK

TYPE I. Long band; lined Oeocy; round seamed

on to the fingers of fur (Order 2). The lay of the fur is
from the wrist up to the fingers, though if you are
making up the gloves with the fur lying from fingers
to wrist. this is Nature's way. The direction of £n1'
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head to tail, and the wind in flattening the fur keeps the cold from penetrating the skin.
That is how airmen like their gloves made, as giving
the maximum warmth. The contrary method is the
one usually adopted for fur gloves, because the finger
tips look much nicer with the fur making fringed ends
at the top. Therefore, we must make up the wrist
linings with the "lay" coming from the thumb to
edge of glove. Consequently, the fur of the two is
laid out flat in one continuous line. Care must be taken
that the fur of both gloves matches, not only as regards
colour and marking, but also in the thickness, length,
and direction. Any small blemish, such as a hole, can
easily be filled up if a patch is cut, noting the above
precautions, and sown into place with fine strong S.S.
The placing of a piece of cardboard between the two
edges is often recommended as a help in the joining of
fur, but this I have never found necessary. Simply
press LItefur back with the needle. When sewn, press
out the seam and gently work up the hair with the
needle on the right side, and the join will then be
invisible.
.
Carefully mark with ink dots both ends of fur back
and palms. It is essential that both lengths match
perfectly. On a well-made glove no extra piece aJong
the base should be left to turn up inside, or the edge
will be made thin. The lining of fur which makes the
wrist so warm must be shaped and fitted to the pattern
as perfectly as that of the outside, but it is slightly
smaller. The colour, length of fur, etc., of the inside
pieces should match the outer fur back at the edge as
well as possible to make it thick. The lining of the
fur goes all round inside. The leat!er front, as well as

lies from a. rabbit's
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the back, is lined with fur. White ink can be used for
outline if required. It may be bought at any artists'
shop. Note that you will require some cotton wool

.l:'LA·l'J!l <:.:&

J"UVEXlLE Fun BACK
TYPE VU. Lined flooey; patterns in overy size. Suitable small
furs; under cuff ; elastic unnecessary

with which to make a small roll to stiffen the edge at
the base of the glove.
CuTTING

Leather parts, see Series 1.
Cut the linings the same way as all skins
the stretch of material round the hand, etc. There are
usually no fourchettes in fleecy, fur, or lambs' wool
LININGS.
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lining. Slightly pull out the fleecy when dotting the
pa.ttern, but do not get the fingers too narrow or cut
smaller than the pattern. The lining of the fleecyneed
not be out the whole length of the slip-on glove, an
inch and a. half below the thumb being sufficient,as it
is usual to line up the wrist with pieces of fur.
Never try to cut the linings for the two hands at
once, as the material makes this impossible. Any fur
linings must be of thin fur, or clumsy gloves will be
the result. In fact, fleecylining is generally considered
the most suitable, since both fur and lamb's wooltend
to make the hands unpleasantly warm.
FuRs. Cut furs only with a knife, never use scissors,
Hold up the fur and get someoneelse to hold one side
whilst you cut-nover lay it on the table. Keep the
knife very fiat to avoid cutting the fur itself, and, when
possible,cut with the lay of the fur. The pieces of fur
left over from backs can be used for wrist lining.
Especially valuable for this purpose are the cheeks of
the rabbit. It is quite possibleto cut the fur by oneself,
either by heavily weightingdown part of the fur to the
edge of the table, or pinning it to an armchair, remem
bering all the time to keep the knife very flat. To
sharpen your knife, stroke it firmly on a piece of emery
paper. Cut slowly. No hair should be either lost or
shortened.
Be careful to cut tho back finger bases half an inch
lower than the inside. Since inferior patterns are sold
with the second-grade fourchettes alone and without
having the fingers cut lower than the back, be sure to
notice this important point, and insist on using the
first-grade with quirk, as no fur glove will last long in
which other styles are employed.
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SEWING.Do .not use a glover's needle. Use an
ordinary one and fine thread for all fur oversowing

1

PLATE 23
)LEN·S MOTOR Fun. BACK
Size 7t 2X
Tv:u D. Hand, lined fleecy. Cuff with lining sheep (atiffon.)
Shows construction whee lining completed and loathor palm i, stitchod
down sides ready for turning. Gauntlet is prepared

with S.S. This stitch can be employed when the
leather thumb is placed to the leather palm, and then
naturally the sewingdown the inside fingersmust be of
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the same description. For motor gloves it is advisable
to use this ridgelessseam, but for ladies' visiting gloves
the round seam may be of smarter appearance.
TABULATED ORDER OF CONSTRUCTION
ORDER 1

It is wise first of all to prepare and fit together the
wrist pieces of fur and sowthese down the sides.
ORDER

2

Place the lining of the back on to the inside of the
fur back of the glove, and on to these two parts overse.w
S.S. the leather fourchette between the fingers. Bcgm
at the base, and work up the fingersto the tip, taking
the straight line of fourchette up and round to .the
centre of the tip of the fur fingers. Here the pomts
are blunted, and are to be joined in the centre of each
finger to eaoh other with two or three stitches. The
reason for leaving this width of the leather fourchette
at the tip is that later the front fingers will be sewn to
them, and a firm hold can then be made to join them
together.
Ir.1l'ORTANT. The fur fingers of the glove and the
fourchettes should not be bent round the worker's
finger whilst being sewn or the result will be unevenness of length. Again, if the finger of fur proves to be
weak one sido it may pull out more than another,
which will cause a twist unless counteracted. A tack
at the top willregulate the lengt~ on ,?oth s~desof the
finger. The S.S. is invaluable for curmg this trouble,
as it holds firmly the length of the seam, and allowsno
twisting of the fingers. It is possible after tao.king.to
stitch the fourohette by machine, but the seam with
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the S.S. is equally firm. The machine stitching reduces
the size of the fingers,which is undesirable.
NAPPA. Should the palms of the gloves be out in
this delightful leather, some parts may be too soft and
pull out both wa.ys, and it should be noted that the
fingersmust not stretch beyond the pattern length.
The fourchettes can be ourvedoff,but the quirk must
not be sewn into the cleft of the centre line until the
last. Some workers like to put on the fourchettes last
of all and so finish the fingers altogether, but my
reasonfor sewingthem in this order is that this prevents
the fur fingers (often stretchy and delicate) from boing
torn or unduly stretched. An experienced worker,
using good fur, can please herself (Plate 23).
ORDER

3

LINING. Make up the lining of the glovo, whether
fur or fleecy. Join the thumb on to the palm and
sew down the sides of the front lining to the back (the
fingersof which have been first sewn with the fur back
on to the fourchettes) and round the thumb. The
seams must have the edges outside, next to tho glove,
not against the hand. The fingers of tho front lining
later on are to be caught only to the tips of the fingers
(Order 5). Fur lining must be oversewn by S.S.
ORDER 4'
LEATHER. Sew the thumb to the palm. H the Rossshire or drop thumb is the one being employed begin
at the tip of the thumb and sewon to the leather palm,
stretch.ingit to the thumb (Series2, Order 3, Class 4).
Use the same stitch here as later on for sewing down
the inside fingers; either flat-seamed, round-seamed
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(with double thread), outside (or inside, which is
troublesome), or with S.S., single thread (outside or
inside). Lay the leather palm with the front facing
the fur. The glove will be now inside-out. Tack the
sides together or tie in places, then turn outside to
test position of palm to the back. This is most important, as if not exactly in the right place the first
fingeror fourth fingermay twist and the glove will not
lie flat. Care must be taken that the fullness of the
leather is equal to the fullnesscaused by the fur. Any
straps must now be placed in position, and sewnfirmly
(sooSeries 1).
Here you appreciate the great advantage of having
the front! and back cut exactly to the same length.
It is awkward to turn the glove inside out because of
tho lining-but too much trouble cannot be taken over
this point boforothe seamingis commenced. Oversew
all down oaoh side of glove, catching together only
leather and fur, but making the lining firm here and
there. Before finishing the thumb of the lining, it is
wise to note that this is not too long for the leather
thumb. Pull it slightly up to prevent a lump at the
tip, and sew it firmly to the tip inside, but do not
shorten its length.
ORDER 5

Treat the front fingersof lining in the same manner.
They may need to be slightly shortened before being
attaohed to the back fingers under the blunted edge
of fourehottes. The fourehettes having been shaped,
i.e. curved offlike the pattern after the two blunt ends
are sewn together in Order 2, the quirk can be now
inserted. Great care must be taken to cut down the
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centre line enough to ensure that the quirks will not
be clumsy nor the width too great between the bases
of the fingers. To obtain the right depth hold the front
fingersto the back fingers,and place a needle from the
front base through the fourchette, and cut as low as
the needle indicates. With S.S. oversewthe quirk into
its place. For motor driving the knuckles need more
play than will be required for a lady's visitingglove,so
the base of the centre line can be left deeper.
Now sewdownthe front fingersand Iourchettes with
the same stitch which has been used for joining palm
and thumb (Series1, Order 6).
Tie off at inside bases inside the glove.
ORDER

6

Join the wrist linings of fur on to the ond of glove,
oversewing them face to face, S.S. Before turning,
tack firmly a small roll of cotton wool on to the edge
of both. Now turn the fur up to the lining on to which
it is hemmed.

,

SERIES 4
SPORTS

AND FA..~CY GLOVES
PLATES

24-28

Iuel ructions on IIuDting, Chepstow for Golf, :Uotor, Garden,
Hedging and IIousework.
PLATES 29-31
Instructions for Frontispiece and Fancy (Fringed, Thonged,

Threaded, Plaited, and Tassels).
PLA.TES 32-33
Insbruct.ions on Moccasins and Swiss Bag.

SERIES 4
PLATE 24
HUN'l'ING GLOVES. Long
~ Short Thumb. This
Chepstow pattern consists of four pieces and three
quirks for oaoh glove besides the five pads. The string
used for LIte knots to form these non-slipping pads is
tha.t sold for Maocrama work. This pattern has no
fourchette, but quirks are. advisable. The skin is
nappa, whilst the pads are of a rather stiffer skin. The
holes for the string are punched, and are of the smallest
size. These gloves are easy to put together, but it is
advisable that the worker should have had some
previous experience. The thumb twists forward to
suit the reins.
ORDER A
Make all knots on covering pads.
ORDER

B

Sew pads on gloves (except that for the 3rd finger).
72
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C

Side seams by S.S.
D
Thumb. Begin tip. Work down outside by round
seam and as far inside as the pad is laid on. Then sew
with S.S. round curve of palm and down to the base.
ORDER

ORDER

E

Join inside with S.S. the bases of the side pieces of
fingers. Sew on the quirks.
ORDER

F

From tips of fingers S.S. down each side, tying off
in centre of quirk. Note the pad for the 3rd finger
must be sownon beforethe fingerseam on the opposite
side is sewn clown.
ORDER G
Round seam, down the centre point first.
Sides of the two others and bases last.
ORDER

H

All seams to be hammered down.
PLATES

25-28

This pattern can be used for
hunting, motor (lined or unlined), for golf, garden,
hedging, and housework, and in thick chamois for
winter rough wear-in fact for every purpose of utility.
There are no fourohottes and no quirks. Each glove
can be made in about an hour. A personal pattern
from outline is especially advisable. Short Ross-shire
CHEPSTOW PATTERN.

PLATE 25
GoLF
TYPJt IX.

Thin chamois. double faced palm, fingers and thumb,
if desired. Also see Chepstow pattern
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or standard thumbs are obtainable. Instructions are
unnecessary,but here it may be suggested that the
finger pieces should be numbered when cut. Sew in

PLATE 26
MOTOR
short thumb. \",,001sheep, 28. per Ioo~
Cut with aciesors
strong leatber. Chepstow can be lined. Invaluable
for ebeep, quickly-sewn gloves
Wbil6leatbor backs recommended

Right.-Ross.shiro

~ft.-/uly

order: (1) Thumb; (2) side seam; (3) sew each side
of centre fingersfrom tips, of course=-continuedown

-

-

• <.

..
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to base of centre back line, and tie to point at base.
It is wisest to sew the back line first, because skins
often pull so unevenly that the outer sides of these
(2nd and 3rd) piecesneed fitting, to be quite fiat, when
sewn along their bases. It will be found easy to make
the glove a. good cut by sewing the back points into
their usual relative lengths; in fact, the patterns now
sold are so shaped.
PLATES

29-31

FLAT SEAMED

(By Band or Machine.) (See Chapter V.) The leather
is soft white washing suede. The seaming is by back
stitching. The glove is made up with the following

changes from the order given in Series 1.
ORDER 1

Back lines.
ORDER 3

The inserted thumb needs most careful tacking, and
should be seamed twice round the hole.
ORDER 4

PLATE 28
HOUSElIrAIDS'
TyPIC IX. Long Chepstow. On short pattern, back lines

continue to wrist,

As the fourchettes for this style are necessarily cut
wider, they must be carried up to meet at the tips,
where the points must be blunted, being left wide
enough for both back and front fingers to be stitched
on to them.
.
Another way of finishingthe tips is to oversewthem
inside; fourchettes are then treated in the usual wa.y.
All the fourchettes must be tacked and sewn on to the
backs of the fingersbefore Orders 5, 6, 7, and 2.
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Never try the gloves on until made up. When flat
seaming by hand, the inside finger seams must be
workeda little downoneside,and then downthe other,
to their bases. It is most difficult to work this by
machine. It is better to turn them inside out, and
round seam the two edges together. Be careful to get
the tension exactly right. Fix on the foot part of the
quilter (without the gauge),as this foot is so short that
the fine points of the glove can be seen when sewing
round them.

SERIES 4

FRONTISPIECE

This fancy shape has no cuff gusset. As this book
is instructional, its illustrations must be confined to
gloves of utility, rather than to those of fancy types,
in the hope that the glovesshown will suggestseveral
usefulideas, and will assist those workers who wish to
combinein their gloving a serviceabledesign with an
artistic effect. The shape shown is one of ancient
design, and can be seen on many of the gloves used
and worn on memorable occasionsby our kings and
queens for some centuries past. It is Interesting to
visit our museums, and to study for yourself how
gloves have become gradually more and more useful,
and I regret that space forbids any excursion into
the historical side of glovemaking. On colourschemes
also how much one could write! Ceramic art can be
of great educational value in blendings not only of
colour, but of soft tones.
It may be remarked of these gloves that the fingers
have not been made to lay quite flat; they are not
tacked together. This has been purposely arranged;
nearly all gloves for shows have the fingers sewn

PLATE 29
PARIS GLOVES
TYPE VI. Long hand 6i. Cut out design on cuff, inserted
thumb. Flat-seamed by hand. Fingers Streatley.stitehed
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together. The maker of this pair of gloves has made
only one other pair, so it can be seen how good is her
work, as the fingers are so even and straight, a result
rendered more than usually difficultby the stiff edging
of gold thread.

FAHOY DESIGNS

•

Fringed. The shape of the gloves, both in the
Frontispiece and see Plate 30-with the wide sidespring of a slip-on=-can be adapted to many forms
of decoration. Fringing out the leather has been very
fashionable, but it is tiresome for w.ashinggloves. It
is easily effected by amateurs by pinning on a piece
of paper to each side of the edge of the side seam
(between.a cuff gusset) and cutting it to the width
required for the fringe. It should not be higher at ~he
sidethan t in. above the thumb base, and whenmarked
evenly, to show the width of the divisionsor lines, the
fringe is easily cut with sharp scissors. If preferred,
the width for a fringe can be arranged on the pattern,
and therefore be part of the glove, and has only to be
fringed out when the glove is made up. Patterns so
prepared can be ordered and bought.
ThoruJed. (See Plate 30.) This is a fascinating
addition to the edge of chamois or suede gloves,and
washeswell. The skin must be thick, soft, and strong.
Patterns are sold with even holes cut in exact positions
for thonging, and the thongs, which must be cut on
tlle straight of the skin, are sold in lengths of two or
three feet. Alternatively, they can be cut before the
gloves are cut from the skin, along the base from
one hind leg to the other.
Threaded. (See Plate 30.) The thongs or lengths

•
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used for threading designsmust be kept flat. Patterns
of all sorts of devicesare obtainable. An artistic blending of shades and tones can produce gloves that are

4

is advised that no back lines or points be made with

this glove, as the plaiting is sufficientlydecorative.
Tassels. These can be made of straight, pieces of
skin cut on the straight. The pull must not be along,
or the fringe will curl up like feathers. Cut it the
required width. Cut up the fringes like a ham frill,
leaving a plain band at the top of a firm width which
will bear pulling round the ends of the thongs. These
ends must be turned up and well secured with thread
twisted and tied round them. Join one end of the band
on and above the turned-up edges, either sewingit or
gluing it, and twist it tightly round and round. The
reason this is done above the knotted end is to prevent
the tassel from slipping off. Thin off the end of the
plain top band of the frill and glue invisibly.

•
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PLAT.t: 31
FLAT-SEAXED (ROSS-SHIRE)
M2. Shows pomona! fitting on hand. Hand-sewn

really beautiful in this style. This pattern is made and
finishedbefore the gloveis made up.
Plaited. Patterns are sold with holes in exactly
calculatedpositions, and a treble-plaited edgeis a very.
handsome finishfor a really good skin, such as flesher.
This style can be washed, and will last for years. It

•
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MOCCASINS
To CUTOUT. Cut all parts of leather and lining with
stretch across foot. It is advisable to pull out the
lining under the pattern a little, to make it somewhat
smaller than the leather. Dot out with ink.
Decorations of beads should be done before making up.
To SEW. Leather. Begin 'to join up the back of
leather heel, just below where the point of the turn-up
flap touches the seam. To produce a flat seam, draw
the needle-with double thread-upwards from underneath the leather, each stitch. It is rather difficult to
make the two edges meet firmly where the turn over
at the top begins. Here take two long stitches before
continuing to the top.
Carefully mark the centre of leather toe cap and the
two marks each side, which indicate how far the
gathers of the moccasin should be carried on each side
of the toe cap.
Also mark the centre of moccasin and the sides.
With a double thread (Kerr's Lustre is the strongest),
make the gathers, beginning one side and working
round to the other. Do not fasten off. Tie the centre
of toe cap to centre of moccasin, also tie the marked
places on each side. The gathering threads can now
be drawn up and tied off, as it is possible to judge their
required length.
To sew the gathers on to the toe cap, take a long
double thread; do not make a knot, but leave loose
the ends, which can be tied off to others when finishing.
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Work from the centre of the toe cap. Go over one
gather, under the next one (skipping one each time) ;
work on past-where the gathers end, to the end of toe
cap. Turn with the same thread (do not cut off-all

, PLATE

32

MOCCASINS

Patterns all sizes from 2 years, with instruotions
Speciality-Non-slipping curved hoel
,

joins of thread are thus avoided), work back, filling up
the stitch previously missed. Carry along past the
centre, in the same way as before, to the opposite end
of toe cap and back to centre, where all the threads
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are tied off together. This method of sewing the moccasin on to the toe cap ensures great strength. The
gathers should be so placed that the fullness lies in

straight lines down, not pulling away from the toe.
FUR EDGING. Bands of fur can be oversewn, by
using the Streatley stitch, on to the leather, on the
inside, turned, and after the lining has been placed in
the moccasin,hemmed on to the lining. Sew the fur
piece on toe cap.
LINING. Note carefully that all the same side and
centre marks are made similar to those on pattern.
Ink is most useful for these and all markings. Make
the heel seam very soft. Never back seam. The sides
of seam must be laid back each side and are next the
leather. Also the gathers of lining must be softly and
smoothly sewn on the toe cap and placed next the
leather. To keep the lining in place, catch the gathers
along to those above. Hem off the lining below the
leather, turn over edges of sides and toe cap.
SWISS BAG

When requiring leather (art suede, glazedgoat, etc.)
for these bags, always order a thin skin.
Mark out thongs, bag, clasppieces,and purse pieces.
No. 1. The thongs should first be cut alongthe base
of skin, across the width, as for an inch or two at
that part of the skin the pull is on the straight. The
thongs are 27in. long by t in. (if very firm) or i in.
No.2. Cut out bag, three piecesfor clasp and three
for purse. Dot on the bag the places for the clasp
pieces. Fit clasp on the front piece, cutting the slits
for back catches. Do not forget to. insert on the back
metal fittings before bending ba-ckthe catches. Place
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on the lining for flap. Paste on (or Oroid)clasp pieces
to bag in perfectly straight· line as previously dotted
opposite to each other. Stitch these by machine.
No.3. Mark places X on the bag for the folds. Iron
the folds marked X on the inside, ironing straight
across the halved bag. Iron can be hot, but care must
be taken not to mark the leather outside. Over the
clasp pieces the X fold will meet. Then fold at 0
(between X) inside. When all are folded, tie firmly
and place under press.
No.4. Whilst tied up, pierce stiletto through all
folds to mark holesfor thongs. Cut holeswith puncher.
Thread the thongs and finish these with tassels. Carefully turn up the end of the thongs, glueingand sewing
on the fringe length-which is 4 in. long by Iiin., and
fringe. These are then curled round and round to form
tassel, thinned out at the edge and glued. Stitch the
purse and put on press studs, one of which attaches
the purse to the back of the bag on the inside. The
other is used to close the purse.
(X and 0 are markingsgiven on the Russell-StreatJey
SwissBag Patterns.)

